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also, i was not even a beta tester. i just played a lot of
gothic 2 and gothic 3, my cousin bought it for me and we
played a lot of the game. first time i played gothic 2 i was

like "what the fuck!!!". they were really rushed and
finished it in a couple of months or so. i dont remember
exact dates, but it was a week or so after gothic 1 was

released. there are many people who have been able to
buy this game for 3$ while it was available for 50$. you
can even buy it for 5$ now (or even less) and you can

download it for free in many sites. gothic 3 is available on
steam for free, and you can download it from the steam
website as well. there are people who have been able to
download this game for free via torrents. gothic 3 is also
now available for free on steam. i am not sure if they put
this version of the game in the public domain or not. in
the configure tab, on the audio tab, you need to change

the "program" setting to "gothic ii (crossover games).exe"
and the path to the "gothic ii (crossover games).exe"

program should be wherever you copied the files for your
windows partition. when you click the audio tab, it will

then prompt you for winecfg to be run. before you do this,
go to the devices tab and make sure the "use output

directly" option is checked. now you're probably
wondering what i just said above about change the

"program" setting to gothic ii (crossover games).exe. well,
in the "gothic ii (crossover games).exe" program, there is
a tab in the audio section that has a button for "change

audio device". if you click this, it will ask you for the name
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of the device you're using, which is fine, but it will not
allow you to change the device. make sure that the "use

output directly" option is checked in the devices tab
before you click the "change audio device" button in the
"gothic ii (crossover games).exe" program. this will allow
you to change the "audio device" setting in the audio tab,

and it will allow you to change the "program" setting in
the configure tab.
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gothic 2: dndr v2.6 [german] no-cd/fixed image is the only
one that works. i cannot link to it here, but if you are

industrious, you should be able to find it. if not, you can
download it here. if you don't know german or just can't
understand it, then just get the english version. you can
actually download the english version and change the

language to german, but it's not worth the time or effort. i
suggest just getting the german version since the english
one will work just fine with a little translation to make it
english. there are a few other crack versions that are

similar to gothic 2: dndr v2.6 [german] no-cd/fixed image,
but they are for the italian version of the game. check out
some of the ones i've mentioned below for the links. these
ones are all translated into english, but they are all close

enough for you to be able to use them. this gothic 1
premium license key generator online is a program that
can generate gothic 1 premium license key to get full

access without crack or serial key. it generates with no
human intervention no survey, and no download. you can

use this gothic 1 premium license key for your uplay
account to play online and to install it in your computer.
gothic 1 premium license key generator is very simple to

use and install. it does not ask for your email, or
information like serial or crack. it is simple, safe and easy

to use, and it does not require restart your pc. gothic 1
premium license key is a program that can generate the

premium key for gothic 1 online. it generates with no
human intervention no survey, and no download. it is safe
and does not ask for your email, or information like serial
or crack. it is simple, safe and easy to use, and it does not

require restart your pc. 5ec8ef588b
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